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THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
IT IS CLEAR FROM THE REMARKABLE RESULTS OBTAI ED
BY SEVERAL FRIE DS OF THE
MOVEME T WHO HAVE DISTRIBUTED COPIES OF THIS MAGAZINE, THAT IN MANY QUARTERS IT HAS ONLY TO BE
KNOWN TO BE SUPPORTED.
WE MAKE A SPECIAL APPEAL
FOR OUR SUPPORTERS TO DISTRIBUTE COPIES A MO G THEIR
FRIE OS AND ACQUAI TA CES .
A POST CARD TO THE EDITOR
WILL BRING YOU AS MA Y
COMPLIMENTARY COPIES AS
YOU WISH.
THE GREAT NEED IS MORE
SUBSCRIBERS.
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stil l less appreciated, is the serious lowering of
the "water platform" under England). With
char:~cteristic meanness, our urban rulers refuse to accept full liability for this watershed
of mammon by paying for the extensive
works to banks and dykes which it has made
necess:uy.
HUSBANDRY! 'Shun!!
After a generation in which everybody
was encouraged to shun agriculture, the politicians are now suggesting thar agriculture
may have to 'shun with the rest of us. Conscription of the land in time of war is freely
talked of. It is a melancholy satisfaction to
reflect that even a War Cabinet cannot reduce
the period of gestation, or the time necessary
for wheat to grow, or the years for the land
to be restored to a good heart. The proper
time to prepare for maximum production of
food in war is ten years before w:u is declared.
THE PASTEURISING PLANT.
The British Medical Association lost a
r:ood deal of prestige a few years ago, when
it endorsed a fantastically low assessment of
the food necessary for health. It is unlikely
to regain it by the recent advertising campaign for milk pasteurisation. Both expert
and general opinion on the merits of this
process is sharply divided, and the motives of
some of the interests concerned are deeplv
suspect. Pasteurisation in bulk demands complicated and expensive plant, and therefore
cuts out the small man. A parallel is illumin:l ting. In New York, which is supplied almost entirely by hrge Combines, fresh untreated milk costs 2) cents a qu:Jrt, where:~~
pasteuri ed milk can be bought for I I cenrs.
It i~ rroposed to do better in En!!land bv
m::tking pasteurisation comoulsorv. We should
he better employer! in calling a halt on overbred stock. to check the resultant tendency to
tuberculosis.

I

I

WHO OWNS THE LAND?
The Times has been conducting one of
its opportune discussions, on the subject of
Death Duties. As compared with the levies
on fluid industrial and financial capital, those
on landed estates are undoubtedly harsh. But
no-one emphasised that the sguirearchy is
dead already. The land of England is now
owned largely by Banks, Insurance Companies and the Crown, which do not die. Doubtless it is deemed necessary to prepare the
g round for altern ative forms of taxation.
DELUGE.
Every year the Fens, and low-lying lands
elsewhere, are subjected to increasingly ser ious
floods. It is a mark of the urban despotism
that the real reason for these worsening floods
is rarely or never mentioned. Yet it can be
stated in one word-TARMAC. Until thirty
years ago, rain falling on En ,g land s:1n~. to 1
!!reat extent, into the ground wherever It fell.
The general use of paving materials impervious to moi sture has led to the shedding of a
much greater part of the rainfall into the
streams and rivers. One result of this is increased stra in on banks and dvkes . (Another,

HOME TO ROOST.
The devastating poultry epidemics have
been mentioned frequently in these columns.
The Report of the Committee set up by the

1

DEATH A

Government to investigate the desperate position has received much publicity. Quite characteri stically, the real po! nt has b~en m1ssed.
The chief cause assigned 1s the rap1d sp:ead of
poultry farming since the war, leadm~ t_o
undue demands on stockbreeders. Th1s IS
plainly nonsense. The hen ~ as almost astronomical powers of reproduction. She lays at
least 150 eggs a yea r, and her progeny can be
bred from with safety in less than twelve
months. The relatively modest expansion cannot be a primary cause of enfeeb_led sto~k._
The real trouble is commemal speoahsation. Breeders threw overboard all safeguards
in order to achieve higher and higher egglayi ng capacity. The co~stant egg-laying
trials became the conventiOnal standard of
success. Stamina disappeared. When the
chicks arrived at their destination, they found
themselves normally on specialised poultry
fa rms. Every farmer knows how quickly l~nd
becomes "fowl-sick," and the wretched b1r? s
added to a hopeless heredity a hopeless environment.
Poultry are properly a sideline of general
farming.
aturally, a committee. of ~own
minded experts does not include this pnmar y
fact in either its analysis or its recommendations. The Minister of Agriculture, at the
moment of writing, is threatening a statutory
com mission to control both breeding and m arketing. W e hope all the pace-forcers will like
it. The prin ciples sta ted here apply equallv
to all farm stock.
emesis is taking rather
longer w ith cattle.
A D LIKEWISE BOWS.
Scientific farming is now agreed to be
Subsistence farming. Mr. Christopher Tumor ,
in the Farmers' Weekly of 14th January, ha
these passages : .
"Practically everyone connected wtth
the land realises that, since the war, the
condition of our land has been getting gradually worse . . . Much of our land is now
so deficient in organic matter that the use
of artiftcials is far from effective . . . The
teaching of the leaders of agricultural
thought at the conference is clearly that
from every point of view our fanns must
he more self-supporting than they are to·
day."

SWERS THE BELL.

The analysis of vital statistics which appeared under this title in The Cross and The
Plough eighteen months ago, is supplemented
a nd reinforced by Mr. E. R . Roper Power in
four recent articles in The Tablet. Hi s final
conclusion is that "The Catholic statistics
justify neither compl ace ncy nor apath y."
Unhappily, he adva nced no radical remedies, and none which ca n have any m ajor
effect. Family Allowances, for in sta nce, appear to be having little effect on the birth rate.
Their m ain utili ty, up to the present, is that
they are an open admission of the bankruptcy
of industrialism.
Mr. Power mention s Land Settlement
on! y to reject it. " We have seen tlwt th e large
towns have a depressing effect on fertility, and
it would therefore seem that attempts should
be m ade to arrest the continued drift to the
larger towns. This, of course, cannot be
achieved by schemes for land settlement
alone." He advocates decentralisation of inclustry. ga rden cities, and satellite town s. They
:-~re quite useless. It is urban mentality, quite
as much as urban environment, which procluces sterility, and the vital statistics of several counties which are under urhan inAuence
:1 re amon g the lowest in the country. He endorses a plea for a social and religious revolution without implementing it, and seems unaware of the case for the crafts as rounding off
rural communities.
In the Catholic Land Movement alone,
up to the present, may be found the necessary
combination of religious, social and environmental remedies. It is time the Catholic boch·
:1clmit eel it. The alternative is extinction. ·
BRAVE NEW WORLD .
The successful artificial insemination of
cows has been discussed in certain farming
and other rapers. This disgusting expedient
would only be possible where the decencies of
the Land had been killed bv commerci:-~lism.
It is mentioned here only be~a use it appears to
be the first practical instalment toward s th e
reprod uctiv e methods of Mr. Aldou s Huxlev' s
ni _gh tm:1re state.
?

WHILE ROM E BUR

S.

THE KEY POINT.

The emotions registered by exponents of
the Catholic Social Guild when di scussing
Distributism have always been re m arkable for
their uncon scious self-revelation.
Mr. J. R. Kirwan, right o ut of his class
but r unning true to form, has been cri ticising
Father Witcutt's Th e D ying Lands. We need
not in tervene on either the m atter or the m anner of his review, but one remark should hr
placed on record here. Mr. Kir wan ~avs,
:-~nswerinr; one of his critics,
·
" I do deny , emphatically, that selfsufficien cy is desirable."

WORK SHOULD BE THE NORMAL
ME A S OF SERVI G GOD, NOT, AS
IT SO OFTE
IS , A POSITIVE OBST ACLE TO HIS SERVICE.
NO CATHOLIC, THEREFORE, CAN
R EGA RD WITH I DIFFERE NCE A
STATE OF AFFAIRS I WHICH WORK
IS C ONSIDERED AS A COMMODITY
A D THE WORKER MERELY AS A
"HA D. " A D NOT. AS HE PRIMARILY IS. A IMMORTA L SOUL. HE
MUST WANT THOSE CO DITIONS
TO RE CHANGED INTO SOMETHI G
CH RISTIAN, AND HE MUST DO
WHAT HE CA
TO BRING ABOUT
THE CHA GE.
HE MUST NOT
APATHETICALLY
ACQUIESCE
IN
THEM . .. . .

St. Th omas AC]uinas. on the other h and, says
"A society will be the more perfe ct
the more it is sufficient unto
itself to procure the necessities of
life."
Rut Tohn P.
Robinson he
Says that sort of thin g' s an exploded ida.
Nearly a generation ago, a friendly critic
asked "When is the Catholic Social Guile!
going to grow up?" An even closer a nal ysis
of all th e components of its titl e ha s become
necessa ry in the present crisis of our civilisation.

WE HAVE IMPLIED ABOVE THAT
THE POSSESSION OF AN IMMORTAL
SOUL GIVES ALL GOD'S CREATURES
AND f:HILDRE CERTAIN RIGHTSTHE RIGHT TO LIVE AS RATIONAL
RFT TGS . THF RIGHT TO SERVE
THETR MAKER. THE RIGHT TO A
CERTAIN MEASURE OF LIBERTY
D EDUC ATIO . AND SO FORTH .
IT IS NOTORIOUS . ON THE OTHER
HA D . THAT U DER MODFR
IND USTRI AL CO DTTIONS. TO SAY
N OTHI TG OF THE PA.ST. M U LTITUDFS
OF
WORKERS
CAN TOT
WITHOUT GREAT DIFFICULTY ACOUJRE
A D
MAl TAT
THFSF
RIGHTS-A FACT WHICH DENOTES
THAT THE SYSTEM IS TOT A TMATFD RY C HRISTI AN PRI C IPLF.S.

--u--

STIGMATA.
The Hand of God moves soft athwart the
mead ,
F:1nning the honeved :~ir in sad ca re~~:
For here, among the garde ns of the world,
'vVas Adam fi rst conceived in nakedness.
H ere, ~ummo n cd was the Judge and m an was
free,
Amidst an olive grove-Gethsemani.
Rut sulli ed hearts evoked a potter's field :
P ettered their kind and set the f!:lrdens free:
Nomishecl the tares a nd left the Seed to thrive
With neie-hhours who revered Gethsemani .
Yet still the Hand m oves sofrlv to and fro .
Till men shall wa ke and to th~ R e:~per ~ow.

-C. S.

- Fmm the Adt,ent Pastoral of H .R. tiJ t'
Cardinal Archbishop of Wt'stminrter.

Bm:~
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their farm, which forms a uni ty of production, consuming a large part of the crops on
the spot, and selling chiefly in the neighbouring market. They work themselves, helped
by wife, sons and daughters, without paid
help, without cxcessi,·e recourse to machinery,
always in touch with the church bell. The
system gives satisfying results. The technique
is inferior to that of the United States, but it
remains agriculture, not a disguised industrialism . . . . . In boom days he makes less
than others, but he sustains difficult time
much better, all the more since, having inherited his land, he has not paid an inflated
price for it. He is mocked during the boom,
hut he is seen to be w ise in the slump. If prosperity returns, he will be mocked again, for
not unclerst:1nding his continent or his times.
Who is right? Will not the American notion
of agriculture have to be revised? Does it not
ask too much, and that much too qu ickly?
Like Antaeu , must we not touch the soil to
be strong, and above all to be revived?

OUR NEIGHBOURS'
LANDMARKS.
Translated from "Le Canada," by
Andre Siegfried.
In the east of Canada it is the Habitant
who has tilled the soil, the same soil, since
the beginning of the French colonisation . . .
The Canadian peasant represents in the ew
World something unexpected and paradoxical. He is a tradition, a symbol of stability.
He carries on there a philosophy of life similar
to th:H of our own countryside, distinct from
that of the United States and basically contrary to its essence. This is felt at once on
making contact with him. His qualities as a
rural prod ucer are classic: he is a worker, refusing no physical effort; he has the quality
of thrift; he is less reckless, less hurried, than
the American . His programme of life is to
live on the land and from the land, to bring
up on it his fam ily, to establish this family.
That is all; he passes on. T he simplicity of
the thing is of Biblical grandeur. But the
essential factor is his attachment to the soil.
In a continent where everything is bought
:md sold like shares, it is this which
The
marks off the French Canadian.
anchors
the
weighed
has
American
trad itionally to
held mankind
which
French
The
holding ground.
r;rm
Canadian, for his part, has kept his fa ith in
the san ity, the sanctity, of the soil . .. . H ere
arc two opposite conceptions of what m an
may dema nd fro m the earth . The other is
th:H of a get-rich-quick agriculture, though
the American would not admit it. H e w ishes
to be rich, and quickly. H e fa rms, it is true,
and sometimes he far ms very well, but what
occupie his mind is to buy, to sell, to chaffer,
banking a visible and calc~lable profit, which
may be mobilised to take him elsewhere.
AboYe all, he ca nnot and wi ll not wait. He
has lost the instinctive sense of time which
is the sheet-a nchor of the peasant. The peasant knows th at the earth can give him a living, but tha t in the long run it is imprudent
to ask it for more .. .. Among the peasants
of the St. L awrence, production is highly
diversified . Grain crops, milch-kine, poultry,
vegetables, some fruit trees. They live on

INDUSTRIAL ~.. EXPANSION

--u--

JESUS THE CARPENTER.
The humble condition which this manual
bbour indicates is in no way comparable to
that of our modern proletariat .. . . T he occup:Hion which Jesus pursued was not one of
those which by burdening the body with
fatigue or monotony prevents the free play of
the mind . . . . The manual labour to which
Jesus devoted Himself was therefore human.
The type of worker whom we revere in the
artisan of azareth is that which corresponds
most closely to our ideal of life, to which
mediaeval conditions sought to :1pproxim ate
and to which recent Papal Encyclicals have
sought to guide the manual labourer of
to-day."-Pere F. M. Braun, O.P., in "La Vie

Spirituelle," translated in "Blackfriars."
The same writer records the assertion of
St. Justin Martyr (IOo-165 A.D.) that St.
Joseph was a maker of agricultural implem ents- yokes and ploug h .

OR THE TOAD THAT ATE THE COW

--tt--

With no apologies to any Marketing Board

For covetousness is the root of all evil,
wh ich some desiring, have erred from the
faith, and haYc entangled themselves in manv
.
sorrows.- !. Tim. vi ro.

-
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I.-Unemployment Insurance, known by all,
and felt by many, as the DOLE. This,
obviously, is not charity, but a n allowance
due in strict justice to all those who
through no fault of their own are deprived of the means of earning their
living.
But( a) From what we have already seen, this
is a permanent, unproductive charge on
the community; and
(b) Moreover, it is a material agent in the
rapid demoralisation, both physical and
moral , of all who are forced by their circumst:mces to accept it.

c

TJ1e Birmingham Scheme for the solutio'l of tl1e unemployment pr~ble~n was drawn up
b a rou in 192 8 and published by the Birmi.'1gham Branch of the D1~tnbut1st League: Many
g d pcopzes
· have been sold , and it has been accepted
t hyousan
. as a general basts by the Cathol1c Land
Associations. Succeeding editions have kept the costmg up ~o date.
A member of the original group, wh.o WlShe_s. to t·emam anonymous, has drawn up and
submitted a fresh version of the scheme, w1th addztzonal matt~r from other sources . .
The philosophy and economics of this scheme are so zrrefutable that attentwn cannot be
drawn to it too often, or to its disgraceful neglect by the rulers of England. We have ~he greatest pleasure in reproducing the new version in full for the benefit of our supporters.- Ed1t01·.

TWO PROBLEMS.
THE LAND.
In this country the land is more neglected and more wastefully farmed than in any
other European country.
We import the greater part of our food.
Part of this is paid for by our exports, and
rart rerresents interest payable to financiers
here who have loans abroad. Both export
trade and receipts from loans are declining.
We must, therefore, produce more of our
ow n food.
We ncarlv starved in the Great W:-tr.
Bomb-proof shelters and aeroplanes will not
feed us in the next.
Yet year by year the amount of culriv:-ttecl
land grows less, as does also the number of
men working on it. We need no expert
knowledv.e to ~ee what every expert seesthe .r:ituati011 i.• most grave.

UNEMPLOYMENT.
Since 1920 the number of unemployed has
risen as high as three millions and has never
fallen below the one million.
The two chief factors are : 1.-The production by other countries for
themselves of what they used to buy
from us. They will never again need
these goods from us in anything like
the same proportion.
2.-The continuous advance in the efficiency of machines, and their constant application more and more to jobs as
constantly requiring less and less men.
It seems fair, therefore, to conclude that
we can do no more than prevent the unemployment figure from rising above the twomillion mark.

6

ATTEMPTS AT ALLEVIATION.

A

I .-Milk Boards, Bacon Boards, Boards ad
infinitum .....
2.-Subsidies for Wheat, etc., etc., with suggestions for large-scale farming, tractorploughs, and the like.
But, despite this, and even because of this:In the year ending June 4th, 1937, the
arable area was reduced by I02,ooo acres;
the area given up to Market-Garden crops
fell by 47,000 acres; and 9,500 people left
the land.
Meanwhile, the farmer and the consumer
are in the hands of the Middlemen and their
Trusts, who squeeze both; and the quality of
the goods declines.

HALF-HEARTED

SOLUTION.

That these problems can not only be solved together, but also that they are more intimately
inter-connected than appears at first sight, would seem to be confirmed by the Government
support of the Land Settlement Association, a voluntary organisation which receives from the
nation £I for every £1 it can collect from the charitable. Its object is to train townsmen to grow
Market-Garden crops, i.e., to grow primarily to sell, to become, in other words, dependent for
their living on the successful sale of their goods, to put themselves in the same position as the
present "Small-Holder," who has found this game so little worth while that in the past year no
less than 47,000 acres of Market-Gardens have been given up.

D

THE TRUE SOLUTION.

It is obvious that if numbers of men go back to the land, we begin to solve both our problems. To encourage them-nay, to make the suggestion really feasible, we must give them a
good living, though maybe hard, with security not only of their tenure of the land they cultivate,
but also of their living by making them independent, at least in essentials, of rising or falling
prices. This can be done bv m:~king the farms small, "mixed," i.e., not specialising in any
particular crop, and self-mbsistent , i.e .. producing primarily for the cultivator's consumption,
:-tnd only secondarily for the market. These farms, each run by a family, should be set up in
co-orerative groups of not less than c:;o farms, centring round a training farm of some IOO acres
1111dcr the charge of a b;1ilifT. who will not o!1ly train newcomers from the towns, but also advi~e
those already t~ained and working the farms .' The advantages of co-operation arc obvious;
such a group could run its own mills, slaughter-house, etc., as well as buy at reasonable prices
what the members could not produce for themselves, and sell more advantageously their surrlus produce.
.
The cost would be met bv a Government lo:tn @ 3% , which could be p:tid off in ~o years
at half the present cost of the "Dole," if the farmer paid ro/- per week as his sh:ue.
Thus in
~o yeat·s :-The "Dole" is well nigh gone. We produce more of our own food .
Instead of
despairing men in queues :1nd nation-wide decay, we have a fine, healthy foundation to the
nation of free, independent, sm:11l farmers.
7

The Schedule of Costs that follows has been carefully ~heck~ed with actual average fig ures
for the Midland counties. 1 o attempt has been made to whmle c.:own the costs.

E

ACCOUNTS OF LITTLE FRIESLA DS HOLDING, MARKET BOSWORTH,
JANUARY-DECEMBER, 1935.
22~ acres. MEssRs. F. BU1TREss, H. J. O 'BRIE ' AND E. A. BuTLER.

Dr.

SCHEDULE OF COSTS.

Rent of House, Buildings and
Land
Tenant Right at Ingoing
Live Stock at Ingoing ...
Dead Stock at In going ...
Hire of Horse
Hire of Implements
Threshing
Cattle Feed
Seeds, Manures and Sundries ...
Household Supplies

£

25 ACRES OF LAND @ £20 per acre

500

HOUSE (Living Room, Kitch en-D airy, 3 Bed rooms) and
OUTBUILDI 1GS (Stable, Cowhou se, Pigstyes Barn, Fowl-House, etc.)

550

STOCK (only erwugh to start). - Horse, 2 Cows. Sow, Poultry (r doz. Stock Birds).
In surance again st loss of stock . . .
...
...
.. .
...
. ..
.. ·
IMPLEME TS.-Ridge Plough, Roller, H orse Hoe
l
~,5 of £so)
Cultivator, Spring H arrow, Mowing M:> chine
( (Shared by 5 Holders,
Plough, Harrow, Fiddle Drill, 2 Scythes, Float, Four-wheeled Cart, Harness,
Chaff-Cutter, Root-Cutter, ere., Wheelbarrow, Dairy Utensils, H and Implements and Tools, etc ....

94

SEEDS.-Corn (ro acres), Clover and F or:.~ge C rops (5 acres), Roots and Potatoes (5
acres). (Remainder of acreage m :~dc up of Buildings, Yard :~nd 4 acres of Gr:1ss

12

FEED OF STOCK (12 month s)

20

SUBSIST£ CE

90

PROPORTIO

OF COST OF TRAI

'G FARM (spread over 200 Holders) ...

CO TI GE CIES

20

£!39 2

REPA YME TTS (for the reckoning of which the average famil y is assumed to consist
of man, wife and 3 children , who wou ld recei ve from the " Dole" £90 per
annum).L TEREST @ 3% p.a., plus ST KI G FU 1 D (to extinguish debt in 30 years)
eq uals 5.1019% p.a . on £1392 .. .

71

LESS Rent (paid for only 30 years, and commutable earlier)

26

To be PAID BY THE STATE for 30 yem only: HALF the "Dole"

F

£45

THE PROOF.

Despite positive discouragement from the Government and the Land Sett~emen~ :X.ssociation, an attempt was made to carry out this scheme. Lack of funds prevented ItS frultlon, but
it lasted long enough to prove our case.
Towards the end of 1932 a farm was remed at Market Bosworth (Leics.), where unemployed townsmen were trained as farmers. After O!llv two years' training three of the trainees
took over a holding, with results th:n the followin g fi_g- ures and notes illustrate only too clearly.
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35
12
70
17
25
3
5
34
23
58

J

s. d.
0
0
4
14
0
10
0

Cr.
Live Stock at Outgoing ...
Dead Stock at Outgoing
Tenant Right at Outgoing
Live Stock sold ...
Corn Crops sold ...
Milk and Butter sold
Sugar Beet sold ...
Pork and Bacon sold
Market Garden Crops and Sundries sold ...
Poultry and Eggs sold ...

0
0
0
6
0
0
0

IO IO

9 0
17 II

£

s. d.

71 8 0
4 1 13 9
6 7 0

63 4 8

63 13

0

5 7 6
34 8 IO
6 7 8
25 9 2
12 II I

285 6 3
45
£330

44
TOTAL COST

Credit Balance after providing
for Rent and Housekeeping

£

4 5
IO

8

£330 10 8

I CERTIFY that I have examined and cht!cked the accounts prt!sentd for the year 1935
in respect of Little Frieslands Holding and that they are a true and full record of their transactions. I also certify that all transactions on both sides have been at current market rates, and
that no material a.csistance has been given to the holders beyond what has been charged to them.
The Certificate above is signed by the Manager of the Trajning Farm, and presented by
the Vice-Chairman and Secretary of the Association that organised the effort. The complete
accuracy of the Accounts is fully guaranteed.
We may note the following:I .-Exclude the Housekeeping, and the total profit for the first year (always below normal) of only 50 weeks is £ro4 2s. 4d.
2.-All household work was done by the Holders. Each of the three in turn played
the housewife's part.
3.-The Rent exceeds that proposed by the Scheme by £9·
It should be noted also that this scheme is intended to include, not to exclude, the dispossessed class of rural farm-workers. In justice and expediency they have the first claim on
such a scheme as this. They are now included in unemployment benefit schemes, and although
it is on a smaller scale, the stiffening provided by such men would more than repay the slight
extra cost.
To attempt to give here at greater length the full case against large-scale farming is
clearly impossible, as also against the specialist sm<tll-holding. The continuous decline in acreage
culti\'ated and in numbers of cultivators is more than sufficient to show that there is grave
fault in the present methods. What we want is more men working (and getting a reasonable
living) and more land producing more and better food for all who wish to live and die in this
our own coun try, this ENGLAND.
·
. . . . A voice valedictory,
Who is for victory?
Who is for Liberty?
WHO GOES HOME?
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PRELUDE TO ACTION

except that God hates it and that I am created
•
in His image.

BY K. L. KENRICK, M.A.

. . I. furt~er believe that to acquiesce in
InJUStJce wnhout p rotest is to participate in its
commission. W hat ki nd and degree of protest wJ!l exonerate me f rom this guilt? Is it
enough for m e to repeat, parrot-like, certain
tnte formula: to which I know every conscience has long become blunted? Is the law
of the land a sufficient sta ndard of justice for
Cathol ic morality? Am I to recognise every
money-maki ng process permitted by that law
as good enough fo r me? If I steal the goose
from off the common I take m y sin to confession-what if I steal the common from the
goose ? H ave I scrutinised the sources of my
sabry, m y profits, my dividends, my rents,
m y Interest, so carefully as to be able to gua rantee that their sources are not such as arc
helpi ng to turn poor, simple, honest and humb:c folk into Commun ists and enemies of the
Church? What is my responsibility if I have
:tn agent who never fai l to exact his pound
of hu man flesh? I am myself a foolish, tenderhearted sort of person w ho cannot bear to he
harrassed by importunate widows and weeping orphans. I have not the courage to face
a mob of workmen clamouring for higher
wages, or a deputation of taxpayers asking fo r
their burdens to be lightened. I therefore
shelter behind a screen of lawyers, rent-collectors, m a nagers, brokers, assessors, valuers,
policemen, judges. bailiffs, stewards, soldiers,
and prison-warders, each and every one of
whom may be, in his own affairs, as foolish
and tender-hearted as I am m yself, but in the
exercise of his calling without conscience and
without heart. H ence the security of my
salary, m y dividends, m y rents, my profits,
mv commissions, and the interest on my loans,
a nd hence my ability to contribu te to the
build ing of churches and hospitals.
I ascribe the m ajor portion of industrial
injustice to the employment of these intermediaries, whose sole fu nction is a m echanical
a nd inhuman efficiency. It is difficult to love
one's neighbour th rough the agency of a
bank , or :1 lawyer's office, or a police court,
or a sales department, or a labour exchange,
or a board of directors. But it is easy throug h
~uch :~gcncies to be unjust and u nmerciful to

Adv.ent P~storal o~ the .cardinal ArchT HE
bishop 1s plam speak1ng mdeed, and an

our failures, and even the bitterness of our
disappointment, were and are shared by
Popes and Cardinals. Our failure is but
theirs, and the Cardinal. in expo ing the
causes of that fail ure, probes into poi nts of
conscience so sensitive that we never dared to
touch them.
For what is the position to-day? Like
most Catholic laymen, to earn m y living I
have to face the taunts of a score of nonCatholic colleagues. To the question "Wh:1t
is the Pope doing about Abyssinia or Spain? "
the answer "The Pope can do nothing because you have deserted him," is an easv :1nd
obvious retort. But to the question · "On
which side is the Church-rich :tgai nst 1 oor
or poor against rich)" there is, alas, no rcplv.
For who knows? If I talk about R eru;z
Novarum , the answer is "Words, my clear
fellow, words-show us deeds. The time for
words is past. Show us something comparable to the solid and permanent success of the
great Russian experiment. And rememberRussia has had 20 years ... the Church has
had 2,ooo." Can I show them a vast Catholic
restitution to the poor of wealth unjustl y
taken from them? Alas, I cannot. All I can
show them is wealthy Catholics giving away
money to the same good causes and with the
sa me splendid and generous gestures as their
fellow-citizens who are mere humanitarians.
And my friends have a moral theology of
their own. They think that charity cannot
begin un til justice has finish ed its work. Thev
think th::tt justice means g iving to John wh :tt
is John's by right, whereas charity means giving to Tohn what is mine by rig ht.
M y own belief is that God is the sole
fount of justice, a nd that to den y God is to
deny justice itself. I defy an y atheist to show
me a shred of reason why I should not live
in a world of comfort and plenty at the expense of the agony of the whole human race.
Words and phrases like altruism , idealism ,
common decency , common humanit v, are the
~h adow of smoke, the dream of a dream. I
know of no reason why I should hate injustice

urgent summons to plain speaking.
Even the most heartbroken of the pioneers of the Land Movement did not foresee
that the rejection of their scheme to bring
about a truly and characteri tically Catholic
Social Reform in this country, would be followed by such a rapid deepening of the
twilight all over the world as has actually
taken place. They thought that they still had
time to repair that tragic error. They knew
that the spread of the Communist revolt
against Capitalism was inevitable, but they
did not realise that Capitalism was prepared
to destroy the human race in order to save
itself. They saw that the stage was set for a
world-war between the forces of Capitalism
with a false Theism on their banners, and the
forces of Communism with an equally false
Atheism on theirs. They feared that sooner
or later the Church would be forced to make
the dreadful choice between the two sides,
and that whichever side she chose would be
the wrong one. One side is as much antiChrist as the other. The ultimate destruction
of the Church is as necessary to the success of
Capitalism as it is to the success of Communism. Communism proceeds by persecution
and massacre, Capitalism by bribery and corruption . Hence the desperate anxiety of the
L and Movement to set up in England a working model of Rerum Novarum financed by
the willing sacrifice of Catholic wealth. Hence
also the bitterness of its disappointment at
the rejection of its schemes.
Our interpretation of that rejection was
that henceforth we must be silent about economic and social evils, or that at least we must
refrain from a true analysis and a ruthless
exposure of those evils, and must work alan!'
certain conventional and ineffectual lines !aiel
down for us by authorities of whose inadequacy we were sufficiently assured. W e now
know, from the Cardinal's own message, that
there is no ban on plain speaking. We have
now the comfort of knowing that our hopes,
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him without knowing it. The agent of the
injustice excuses himself on the ground that
he is merely obeying orders, while the beneficiary defends himself by pleadi ng ignorance.
The financial ideal of to-day i to be able to
draw wealth from all part of the world while
refusing to accept responsibility for the manncr ll1 wh1ch that wealth is produced.
This evasion of responsibility is the chief
source of industrial evils. The produce of a
modern business has to be divided between
three sets of claimants-shareholders customers, and workers. Cu tamers a re n~ver and
shareholders : arel y, expected or adjur~d to
rccogn1se dunes to the other two parties. T he
customer need have no conscience at all, the
shareholders very little, but the worker's
conscience must be busy all day long.
By following these trains of thought we
are . enabled to arrive at our final charge
aga1nst the modern world, wh ich is that it
divides society into two classes-a smaller
possessed of righ ts with no appreciable duties,
and a much larger possessed of duties with
no appreciable rights. This is the fundamental injustice of the industrial system. N o
analysis which tries to conceal this essential
feature of the system can lead us anywhere.
C learly the most important duties are those
performed by the men who work on the land
to produce food for the whole community.
Pr:tctically the most valued rights are the
"sacred righ ts of property." The sponsors of
the L and Movement claim that the first act of
Catholic Social Justice should be to confer the
most valued rights u pon those who perform
the most important duties. They further
maintain that to suggest any less reform as
ch:Jr:tcteristically Catholic is to disregard the
express wishes of C ardi nals and Popes.
I therefore think it a matter of congratulation to the Church that the same number of
The Cross and The Plough w hich contains
the Cardinal's message also promises the continuation of the journal.

--u-But you have dishonoured the poor. D o
not the rich oppress you by might; and do
they not draw you before the judgment seats?
D o thev not blaspheme the good name which
!~ in\·oked upo n vou )_I J:~mes II 6-8.
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BACK TO THE LAND
BY M. BEATRICE FIELD•
(The story of the foundation of a Farm Colony in Ontario, Canada, by R ev. Fr.
Francis McGoey).
A horse, a pig, a cow, some chickens and
farming equipment were provided for each
family, and the pioneer year began.
This yea r would be the "tcst"-at the
end of it would they be willing to turn their
backs on the life of cities . to settle in the country? Would they be able to stand the ap p:lr1o fawcetts from which to
ent h ardships?
draw a n unlimited supply of water, onlv
buckets a nd a well; no switch to bring the
bright lig ht for the cveninjls, onlv oil lamp~;
no gas to boil water ::~nd cook the large me:~k
only wood fires which have to he continnomlv
fed bv laho riou slv hew in f! lumber, etc. Would
the "fors" outweigh the "againsts"?
From all the hopel essne~s produced bv :~ n
rrroneom economic sy~tem. from the crmvckd
surroundings of a n indu strial city, from dcsn:~ ir produced bv vears of ex i ~ten ce on reli ef.
of seei ng their children sta rved for the fresh
:1 ir and sunshine, good country :1ir and food
which is their right and the necessity to m:~kc
them healthy citizens of the future- from all
this. these families plune-ed into h ard maml:l!
wnrk nloughing a nd tilling and sowinv the
l::md with potatoes and manv other kinds of
vep-ctah!es and food. The elder bovs helnerl
the ir narents with outside chores, the girls
hel r eel their mothers cook and keep the cott:~e-es clean. What a grand adventure it was,
such space, such beautiful fragrant air; was
there ever such sunshine? Never in the
crowded alleys of the great city! The birds
singing their songs of praise to their Creator,
the bees humming, the wind in the trees, the
lowing of cattle-the new farmers are hardlv
cognisant of the sounds, but they all blend
into the surrounding peace, so unknown in
the e-reat industrial city from which they have
come.
These families were happy-there was a
new-found hopefulness to replace the hopeles ~ ne~s which h:~d been dragginP' down their
morale, body and soul. No wonder the men's
sten grew liP'hter and the women s::~ne- over
their work. hard though the conditions of
living mig ht he, for was it not all going to

"God hath granted the earth to mankind
in general, not in the sense that all, without
distinction, deal with it as they please, but
rather that no part of it has been assigned to
any one in particular, and that the limits of
private possession have been left to be fixed
by man's own industry and by the laws of
individual peoples . ... Now wizen man thus
rpends the industry of his mind and the
rtrenc;th of his body in procuring the fruit s
of Nature, by that act he makes his own the
portion of Natut·e' s field which he cultivates,
that portion on which he leaves, a~ it were,
the impression of his own personalzty
there is no one who does not live on what the
land bringJ forth."-(Rerum Novarum).
With the above words of L eo XIII in
mind, words spoken by the voice of the
Chu rch, we may understand in part perhaps
that the fo rmation of the "Back to the Land"
Community at King_ On tario, is in obedience
ro the will of God.
On M ay 24th, 1 9~4, Father Francis
McGoey, of S. Clare's Church, Toronto, est:lhli shcd the first family on some land he had
:lCCJuired for the purpose of sta rting a "Back
to the Land" Commune abo ut three miles
north of the small tow n of King and thirty
miles from Toronto. The spot chosen is a
very beautiful one, on some of the highest
ground in Ontario, well wooded with all
types of timber and covered with fertile soil.
The first family was comprised of seven
- father, mother, four sons and a young
daughter-Old Country parents with Can::~dian-born children. More families quickly
followed, one a French Canadian with sixteen children, one German and French, and
two Canadian of E. European parentage.
These five families helped to build each
other small wooden shacks, living meanwhile
in a large partitioned barn. At the same time
they started to plant the land , which was to
produce the crops for the tiny Community.
• We understand tha t this is a first-hand account.
Miss Field was for long the nurse of the settlerr ent.
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lead to some end, and that end was good-no
less than a little farm of their own.
At the termination of the trial year, if
results were satisfactory to both sides, a trip
of land, ten acres in all, for themselves. Thi s
had been broken and prepared along with
the community land and was read y to cul tivate and sow and build the cement foundation of their permanent home. The three
large families have a two-storeyed hou e and
the two young families of four each have
built bungalows with allowance for a second
floor if required. Several more permanent
homes are in the process of building.
. The little Church in which the spiritual
life of the families is nurtured is a mission
attached to the neighbouring parish of Shornberg, and the children were taught school in
a large barn.
The following Spring, as soon as the
snow went, a veritable hive of industrv
sprang into existence, hammering was heard
from sunrise to sunset, for twenty more fam ilies were to come out during the spring and
summer. More and more land had to be
bought, another teacher for the ever-increasing number of children, who, even after 1
month or so of the life, showed s iQ'n~ of imnroved health, ::~nd after a vear could. in some
cases, be hardly recognised in the sturclv.
tanned snecimens, brimming over with vigorous health.
During the winter of this second . ve:1r
progress was made in the st::Irting of ::1 Thrift
Club, Study Grouos, Knitting :md Quiltin g:
Groups. Practicallv all the woollen clothes
such as sweater , mitts, stockings. sc:~rves,
etc .. were m::~d e bv the women :md e-irk
On December 4th, with temnerature 1<; 0
helow zero, the first b::Ihv wa~ born in thr
community, a bonny boy, · who, althoui!"h not
vet two vears old, already rides with hi~ f:lther
over their acres or to the villap-e nearhv, etc.
Since then manv babies have been born to
community dwellers.
During this second summer a weeklv
clinic was inaugurated under a qualified doctor and resident graduate nurse.
Great progress was made in the communal life during this year. The Thrift Club
developed into a store at which all the staples
required by the housewife can be procured,

produce from the farms can be sold and credit
may be placed to be drawn out later in kind
if so desired. Here, too, is the post office.
A covered motor van is used for transport of far m produce, which is surplus, to
market in the ci ty. One of the community
drives thi van and regulates the business.
Another has charge of the colony of bees and
has had g reat success. Still another is baker,
an d again carpenters find endless call for their
art.
Two weavers arc valuable members of
this com munity. One of these men lives :1t
the loom house, the other, a married man, ha~
a small dwelling at a short distance. The
heavier woollens and cottons such as blankets.
sheets, towels, etc., also homespun cloth of
exccEent quality, :~remade at home.
The barn has given place to a handsome
school building, with good heating and electric light; the two lay teachers have been replaced by four members of the Sisters of
Charity of S. Vincent de Paul, who also have
charge of the choirs, the vi iting and nursing
as well as the school. They live in :1 modest
but comfortable com·ent a stone's throw from
rrhonl and church.
Most of the crops produced on the tennlots are vegetables of all kinds a nd feed
for the stock. Large quantities of tomatoes
nre grown and canned at the community canners. A visit to any of the homes around
ea rl y winter would re.veal well-stocked cellars,
with hun d reds of jars of home-canned vegetables and fruit :111cl nickles. . ufficient for
winter consumption. There is daily Mass in
the li ttle church. while on Sund:ws and Holv
Da ys the space is t:~xed to capacity for two
M asses and Benediction.
There was a i!"ood deal of thought :~nd
discussion expended on the choice of a name
for this community. Finallv, Mount S:~int
Francis was given as a token of gr:~titude 3{1(1
perpetual reminder of the sacrifice and work
~xpended by Fr. Francis McGoey, its priest
a nd founder.
The latest addition to the commune is a
small settlement for single men a few miles
distant, where the elder-sons of mme of the
large families mav learn to run a large farm
or specialise at dairy or chicken farming.
~c re
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VICARIOUS SACRIFICE.
Catholic Faith is built upon a VicarT HE
ious Sacrifice-the self-immolation of the
Son of God to expiate the sins of men . And
con stantly in Christian history the saints,
canonised and uncanonised, have followed
that supreme example. Sometimes, as in one
or two of the greatest of them, charity has
impelled a saint to sell himself to slavery that
others might be freed. But this sort of act
must depend upon a pre-existing sanctity, for
it infringes every law of prudence th:n a man
should abandon the very essence of his manhood. In this sense, the saints are above the
law : their act is for homage but not for imitation, and certainly not for precept or counsel.
It is of the essence of true sacrifice that
the end must be proportionate to the means.
Our Lord m ay die to save all men. Saint
P1·;e r Claver may become a slave to free his
Christian brethren. Any Carmelite may give
up human delights to stand in the forefront
of the battle against the Prince of this darkness.
And it is also of the essence of true sacrifh..C that it be conceived freely by the person
" ·l,o is to make it.
o pressure is tolerable.
It has been left to this age to propose a
t} pe of vicarious sacrifice which denies both
these essentials. It is some time since Mr. Eric
Gill, with his almost uncanny skill in precipitating essential ideas, pointed out that c~rtain
Catholic youth movements on the contwent,
which are out to "Christianise" industrialism,
:are developing a strong immolationist tendency.
The idea seems to be that young layfolk,
in the way of perfection, should accept the
sub-human conditions of advanced Industrialism by way of martyrdom for the common
good. To put it into concrete terms, those
who are already the chief victims of Industrialism are to consecrate their lives to a massproduction travelling belt in order that, without disturbance or intermission, the world
may have cheap cars, cheap wireless sets, and
cheap typewriters.
And so far as the present writer is aware,
the project is favoured chiefly in quarters
which are not themselves under the harrow of
14

Industrialism,
The evidence for this disturbing development is slight but widespread. For instance,
it emerges clearly, but probably unconsciously,
in some descriptive writing on French movements by M. Daniel Rops in the December
Colosseum. There is much more than a hint
of it in some quotations from Perc Chenu,
O.P., in the February Blackfriars. Unless we
arc mistaken, Blacl(/riars itself seems inclined
to favour it.
It is of some importance that France
should be the centre of this movement, for the
impact of Industrialism on France has been
recent and enormous. An element of panic
is to be excused. For this reason it would be
unjust to level accusations at present, and
moreover in all countries a real grasp of Industrial processes and philosophy is surprisingly
rare.
But the danger is serious, and the need
for protest imperative.
Catholic philosophy enshrines principles
of human integrity, freedom and dignity
which are incompatible with the philosophy
of Industrialism as now existing. So much is
beyond dispute, and is not seriously disputed.
It is a basic principle of the Faith that a sound
human environment is essential to sound
human life in the norm al person. It is certainly philosophic heresy, and possibly theological heresy, to advance the contrary. It is
true that in face of an established Industrialism , reaction must not be universal or precipit:lte, for peace and order must not lightly hi'
outraged. The means for such an ordered
rc;Jction ;Jre av:1ilable and known. The Catholic Land Movement is one of them.
It ha s been said th:lt the correct attitude
for the Church under Indu stri alism should be
the sa me as for the Church under slavery: to
accept the fact and work slowly, over many
generations, for its supersession. The analogy
i~ false. The Church w:1s born into a sl:lvestate. On the contrary, she saw the birth of
Industrialism and advanced principles in
re:1ction which would ha ve destroyed it in its
vouth. It is precisely becau se the le:1d was not
followed that Indu striali sm is still a problem.

Moreover, in ah important sense, Industrialism is worse than slavery. Slaves have
been farmers and craftsmen. They lacked
freedom but possessed a hold on integrity in
work. Modern types of Indu striali sm exclude
the very idea of integrity.
Many Catholic publicists, aware two generations late of a major crisis, are seeking the
way of Escapism. They are aware that no
defence of Industrialism can be made in sound
philosophy, and usually they are of those few
to whom Industriali sm has brought a meretricious enrichment of life. They h ave taken
refuge in the ultimate illu sion-esc:1pe for

themselves, a consecrated degradation for
others. They refuse to us even the dignity of
the Catacombs.
With all our strength we shall protest
against this unworthy cession to the Prince of
this world. Salvation is not of the travelling
belt, but of the land and the crafts in the
hands of free men. Integrity is sovereign in
Catholic philosophy. To it we must return or
perish. The world is not to be saved by urging
industrial victims to a religious industrial
martyrdom. This heresy we shall hit wherever
it rears its ugl y head.

--tt--

THE LAXTON COMMUNITY.
Many of our readers who have heard of
this courageous enterprise, and manv more
who have not, will be glad to have this short
first-hand account of its situation and aims. In
poverty of apostolic completeness, and ar:rainst
difficulties which would deter anv but men
and women of heroic stature, this little froup
i.r makinf7 flood pror:rress with the rebuildinR
of a Catholic life from the very foundations
uowards. The cordial [!ood ~isher of the
Catholic Land Movement must be their.r. W e
l10pe that material support may also be fort/7coming.-Editor.

extent dependent on the products of Industrialism-e.g., the houses we live in are of the
"Army hut" type and it will be some time
before we are able to build ourselves stone
houses. But we claim that what matters is
one's attitude to the "svstem": once see
c:early its absurdity and it becomes possible to
use factory goods without inconsistency and
at the same time gradually to shed the bad
habits we have grown up with and to acquire
better and simpler ones in their place. Wh:n
this implies we ourselves are beginning to discover (painfully enough) but it becomes more
and more certain th:lt what determines right
sta ndards in food, clothes, furniture and the
rest is the way of life itself; thus, e.g., plain
cooking, wood fuel and an open hearth, wool
and linen, prove to be not merely pleasant but
necessarY. Urban standards are simply useless, as ~ur wives discovered long ago. Our
domestic problem is to measure our wants by
our needs.
At present there are four families here,
numbering in all ten adults and six children.
Each family owns its house, some land, and
livestock such as goats and poultry. We have
six sheep, two cows, two horses and two donke ys, some of which are privately owned and
some held in common.
The Community Council, consisting of
the head of each family, is responsible for
making decisions affecting the community's
well-being. Membership of the community
is :1t present limited to married peop!e.

Our community at Laxton was formed
two years ago. Its aim may be stated brieflv
:1s the practical application here and now of
the Church's social doctrine; that is to say, it
is determined to assist the formation of a new,
integral Christian society within the shell of
the present order, and this by what it judges
to be the only means possible-viz., a return to
reasant agriculture as a way of life. It works
for the establishment of a society founded on
justice and having as its temporal ends the
common good, private propertv, resoonsible
work and full family life . It reiects all that is
covered by the term "Industrialism" as a corrupt and brutal system that denies m an's most
elementary rights, and is convinced that any
attempt to come to terms with that system is
out of the question.
The obvious difficulty is that until a state
of self-subsistence is re:~ched we are to a great
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As will be readily understood, our efforts
in most ;directions are largely experimental at
this stage, and we have made-,-and no doubt
shall continue to make-many mistakes.
Much of our time has had to be spent in growing accustomed to a new way of living, with
the result .that external progress i• somewhat
slow and unspectacular.
The men meet together every · day for
communal work such as digging, fencing,
hedging and ditching, and there 'are · many
other tasks that must be done before we can
give as much time as is necessary to building
up our separate small-holdings. We have recently had five of our 44 acres ploughed up SO'"
that we can begin producing · food· for our
livestock, which will shortly include pigs, and
we inteNd to produce for the market as soon

as possible in order to buy what we need from
. outside. - - The secretary of the Council is Patrick
Heron, Upper Laxton, Stamford, Lines.

PRIOR'S WOOD HALL FARM
NOTES.

--U--

HFRIENDS OF LAXTON."
"Friends Of Laxton" is the name of a
recently.formed society which, as its name
implies, consists of people who are in sympathy with the Laxton group and its aims.
Its primary purposes are to assist the development of the settlement and to enable its own
members to se~tle there; hence its function is
of the greatest Importance.
• · .. · . ~uller particul~rs will be ~upplied on appltcauon to the Secretary of Fnends of Laxton
-Anthony Foster, Esq., Bryants Bottom,
· Great Missenden, Bucks.

--H--

ATHEJSM· WHOLESALE -.
AND RETAIL.

TWO . PERIODICALS.
Two new periodicals of great interest to
the Catholic Land Movement are to hand.
THE SOWER, published by The Sower
Press, Berkeley Heights,
ew Jersey,
U.S.A. (Quarterly, one dollar per year) is a
remarkable addition to the Catholic Land
Movement in America. The first number
includes many familiar names. Its policy is
radical, and makes the soundest connection
between the land and the crafts.
INTEGRA TIO , published by a group of
Catholic Students at Cambridge, Fisher
House (Bi-monthly 6/6 per year) is an
equally remarkable accession of strength to
the cause represented by the Land Movement. Approaching the modern problem
from a consideration of the modern world's
denial of integrity to its victims, it endorses
very ably everything for which the Land
Movement has fought. A pleasing feature
of both is the admirable printing.
We salute and welcome these strong reinforcements to sanity. If we refrain from a
more lengthy announcement, it is only because we regard them as clearly indispensable
to all convinced supporters of the movement.
With the most admirable technical equipment, they will carry on worthily the tradition
which The Cross and The Plough has striven
to make good .

The sponsors of the otherwise obscure
Anti-Goa Congress must be extremely grateful for .the gratuitous boosting which. it has
received in Parliament and the Press, . largely
at Catholic hands. The energy expended on
the boosting would have been better devoted
towardsLmaking a land fit for Christians to
live in . .
After all, it. is hardly true that Atheism is
exclusively an import from Russia. The point,
in any case, had been covered adequately by
Mr. Chesterton in one of the last poems he
ever published (Commonweal, 30th August,
1935). It was devoted to the comfort of a
Russianl Atheist who had complained bitterly
that he :Was the only organised atheist in his
district. It included the lines:"Look west, look west, to the land of
Profits,
To the old gold marts, and confess it then
How greatly your great propaganda prospers
When left to the methods of Business Men."
"Lift up your heart in the wastes Slavonian,
Let no Red Sun on your wrath go down:
There are millions of very much organised
atheists
In the Outer Circle of London Town."
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WHEN the estate of Prior's Wood was
taken over by the then Liverpool Catholic L an d Association in 1934, it wa on the
basis of a grand act of faith that there would
be a great deal of support for such a movement, a nd that when people came to know
th:H a real and practical cfiort was being made
to find for men a way back to health y work,
a nd a man's life was made available for man y
out of the thousands of unemployed. there
would be a \·eritable rush for the privilege of
membersh ip, and subscriptions would come
poming in from all those who wished to be
;.. sociated in the scheme. The owners from
whom the estate was taken appreciated the
position, and were willing to let the Association find its feet and establish its work before
making any pressing demands for the sight of
their money; that was three and a half years
:1go, and the time has come when things must
be settled up. We know now that although
money h:1s been found by other denominations for their land schemes, and the Land
Settlement As ociation is a flourishing concern, the Catholic body, with a few notable
exce ption s, has not bothered to support the
greate t practical soc ial movement of the age
in E ngbnd, founded on the advice of Popes,
put in~o pr:1ctice by every other great nation
of the world, and initi ated in England under
the patronage of the Archbishop of Westminsrer. The result is that the va riou s Catholic
L:1nd Associations have been faced with two
alternatives-either to suspend their activities
in the hope that later on conditions will be
more favourable, or to carry on with other
kindred works, leaving aside the work of
se ttling families on small farms until they
have accumulated sufficient funds to make a
start. The 1\'orthern Association has chosen
the latter alternative, and has not only secured
recognition of the benefits of land work to
the unemployed from the Unemployment
\ ssista nce Board by the grant of an allowance
for training, but having undertaken the work
of the St. John Bosco scheme for young lads,
as det:1iled in :1nothcr report, has been recog-

nised and assisted by the Ministry of Labour
through the Juvenile Transference Scheme.
This has led to a great quickening of interest
by a large number of upporters of the Land
Movement, so that the Association has been
able to start paying off the heavy expenses incurred in the purchase of Prior's Wood Hall
farm. A striking example of sympathy :1ncl
o-encrosity was shown at the end of February,
"whe n the well-known showman, Tom Moss,
came with his company to Wigan. He had
been playing at Grimsby; the last performance
on the Saturday night was over, and when
dresses, scenery and props had been packed
up for the journey to Wigan, it was 5 a.m. on
Sunday; the train went at 9 a.m., and <Jfter
:1 long cross-country journey the show arrived
in Wigan at 6 p.m. Mr. Moss had promised
that he would give a performance in aid of the
Catholic Land Association, and so dresses and
band instruments were unpacked and, without waiting for a meal, the company went
into action again at 8 p.m. Talk about Catholic Action! And let it be remembered that
most of the performers were not Catholics at
:1ll. However, it is pleasing to record that the
news of their kindness was known, and they
had a great reception in. Wigan during t_he
rest of the week. This IS one of many IO~ · a nces of the symp:tthy which is being shown
by people who may not necessarily have much
knowledge of the aims and ideals of the Back
to the La~nd Movement, but do appreciate the
fact th:lt we arc buil-ding men up and showing them a sane outlook on life by work on
the !and.
On the farm, the season this yea r has
been exceptionally favourable to the preparation for scecl time, and ploughing a nd digging
were finished four or five we~ks earlier than
is usual, while the frost c:1me just at the right
moment to do its work. We heard g reat
t:1lcs of the bli:!:zarcls and snowfall s in the
South, but it is a curious thing, :1nd never yet
noticed by those who are respon ible for giving us the news, that in the_ area between
Preston and Liverpool there tS sel dom :1n~·
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sno w to speak of, even when the rest of England is full of it, so that thoug h we heard of
the disorga ni sa tion o f traffic and the rest of it,
:~ n d saw the g reat cloud s ch arged with snow
hurr yi ng to other parts, we had only a slight
powdering on ce or twice. The visitors wh o
have bum ped their w ay over the potholes in
our long dri ve will be pleased to hear that our
Vh rde n has turn ed in to a roadma n, and is to

be seen tr ying to drain the worst parts; w hat
the result will be is another matter, a nd there
are some who m aliciou sly suggest that it is
onl y beca use of his new ca r for taking our
produce to market, and not to spare the feeling s and spring s of our visitors. Or perhaps
it is beca use of the proposed g reat Garden
P art y in the summer.

REVIEW.

THIS HNOT-SO-MODERN"
NOTION.

Tlu· Council of Action for Peace and
R econstruction (Horseferry Road , S .W.r). ha s
issued a brochure on utrition and A.griculture. Its philosoohv and much of its treatment are admirable, and there is a useful
appendix of statistics of nutrition. An interestin g f<t ct is th at in spite of our hi!!hlv org:-~ n 
ised milk marketin!!. Great Britain has the
lowest con sumotion of milk per head in
Emo ne. with the sole exrention of Tt~ lv.
wh ere. clouhtless. olive oil takes its pl<1ce. The
price of thi s milk is more than twi ce the
<Jvcrage.
We are reluctant to criticise where so
mu ch Q"ood-will is evident, hut we must point
out that there is far too much reliance on
nl anning. that bureaucratic tr<lp for the unwary.
And the main recommendation is th<Jt
we ~honlcl concentratf' on nroclnction of ~uch
rerisbhle commodities <JS milk. e!ZIYS :-~nd
veg-etables. <Jnd leave other crops to the foreigner. There are two snarrs in this. One i~
th:1t in the !on)! run the land is not patient of
unbalanced production. The whole cvcle of
farm oroduction is necessary for permanence.
The other is that in vie~ of disasters due
to wain specialisation abroad, with which our
readers are familiar, we have no ~uarantee
that chea o corn and cattle-feed will continue
to be available.
Permanence and balance are more necessary than a quick solution of an admitted crisis
in nutrition. We recommend to the Council,
with our cordial good wishes. that to achieve
their own <1ims ~hey should press for (a) a
healthy land-owning peasantry. (b) just prices
fixed by law for all staple products simultaneously, and (c) a scrapping of the agricultural bureaucracy which bids fair to destroy
both land and nation.

Mr. Peter Davies expresses some queer
views in his article "In Defence of Not-somodern Houses." Surely he realises that the
object of modern government is to make u~
as alike as peas in a pod, and it is therefore
consistent that we should be housed in mech:lnical c:1stles. ne:nlv packed a ncl hbellc>rl. wi th
our rations of air, warmth, light and ultraviolet rays supplied by a hi ghlv effi cient lim ired compan y. These :ue, of course, purelv
nhvsi cal necessities ; unfortun arelv . w e ~t ill
have to !!O out for our psycholof!ica I necessities
~uch as love, hate, fear. iov a nd ;-~ dv ,.. n tme.
but since there is a distributing centre, known
as the cinema. in everv street, thi~ inconveni,.n ce i~ trivi ;d and televi sion will rem ove ir
;tltog-ether in the future.
Mr. Davies is. of course. an :1 nachronism:
he ~till wishes to live like a human beinr-. w ith
difficnlties to ~mmount <Jnrl nr0hl,.rns to <olve.
re<JI fires to sit bv and re:1l children ~nr1 ;lnimal~ to potter ;1bout a re::tl hou<f'. T <honlcl
not he surnrised if he has a few rroocl picture~
on his walls ;1nd . worst of all. a collection (\f
hooks which he has snent hapnv vears in col lecting- instead of pavin!! a book societv to rlo
it for him better and more efficientlv. Reallv .
Mr. Davie ~ mtlSt come to heel like :~ I!Oorl
automaton so that he can share in the iovs of
an automatic existen ce when we shall all arr
in unison. Hours will be set aside for certain
thinP"s. like the Lunch Hour. There will he
the Love Hour. the Fear Hour. the Hate
Hour, etc., and we sh:-dl all he as human as
circumstances permit. To wi sh to live in a
"not-so-modern" hou se under such circumstances is un -Engli sh and unthinkable.
-Frederick Willis in Til e Li.·wur.
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f OR the past year or more the Committee
has been occupied in the endeavour to
place the finances of the A ssoci ation in a
stable _ro~ition. Dependence upon voluntary
subscnpttons alone could never achieve this
result. It remained then to secure from the
Government recognition and assistance for
the Association's work in training- unemoloved men and youths for land work. In this ·a
fair measure of success has been achieved.
We reported in the previous issue how the
Unemployment Assistance Board h:1cl clecidecl
toe-rant training allowances to those men who
satisfied certain conditions ]<Jid down bv the
Board. Further good news is now to hancl.
The Ministrv of Labour. throu!!h the Tuvenile
Transference Scheme, has now consented to
P"rant assist:~nce to the vounver hovs of Tll-rR
vear~ who are in tr::tinin!! at Prior's Woocl
Hall. For every hov who is Q"iven a com<e of
tr;1 ininp- of not more th:-~n three month~' rlur~
rion. ::tnd who is then founcl work on the l::tncl
and equipped for the same, the Mini strv i ~
nrepared to make a ~-rant of fro. Of course.
the fare ha~ to be p:~id hv the Association
when a boy is sent out to a farm. and in cases
where the . Church is distant <1 bicvcle has to
he nrovided. However. the !!rant from the
Ministry will be a verv great h~lp.
This training of young boys for land
work is carried on thro~tghout the countrv bv
the Y.M.C.A. and kindred bodies, who link
up their activities with the m~my "After-Care"
Associations which exist. We are not so fortunately placed as the Y.M.C.A. in having

recruits found for our St. John Bosco Scheme.
But we do suggest that there is here provided
a splendid opportunity for the C.Y.M.S., the
K.S.C. and the S.V.P., societies which are
naturally interested in the after-care of the
boys who leave our schools, to assist us.
The financial assistance which we are
now receiving from the Ministry and the
Board will remove some of the anxiety under
which we have laboured for the past three
years. That anxiety has always existed, but
we went forward confident in the genero~itv
of our members who have never f::tiled us.
But it must be remembered that the commencement of activities at Prior's Wood Hall
was made in direst poverty, that for three
vears there was no assistance from outside
bodies, and that durin .g those years interest
;md other capital charges have ·accumulated.
We ask :11l om members to continue their
good work so that the Association mav fulfil
its obligations to its very patient creditors.
Subscriptions and don::ttions are still urgently
needed to settle some long-standing accounts.
In this connection a very special word of
th ank s is due to Mr. Tom Moss, the wellknown comedian, and his company, who e-ave
:~special performance on Sundav, rqth Febmary, at Wigan, to help the funds of the
Association. The company had played in
Grimsby on the Saturday, h:td spent Sunday
travelling, and came direct from the railway
station to the concert hall to provide a mo; t
enjoyable evening. One of the surprise items
of the evening was the impromptu and in-
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task will be accompl ished by means of societies devoted to the realisation of the princi pies of social justice and of the Gospel."
-(Letter to the Patriarch of Lisbon, 1933).
"But the greatest care must be exercised
in behalf of the humbler classes, especially the
farmers and labourers, whom the Church at
all time , following in the footsteps of its
Divine Founder, especially loves and cherishes

formal performance by the well-known illusionist, "The Great Levante," who had just
"dropped-in" to have a chat with his friends
among the company. To these artistes who
gave so generou ly of their scanty leisure we
are indeed truly grateful.
or must we forget to mention the
Wigan Ladies' Bridge Drive, now one of our
"annual events," to be held in the Town Hall
on the 22nd March. We hope it will be as
great a success, financially Jnd socially, as its
predecessors. The Wigan Branch has certainly set the pace for others. What are Liverpool, Manchester and St. Helens going to do~

"Catholic Action therefore, when rightly
and wisely organised, <1ugmented in forces,
a nd enriched by strong auxiliaries, will truly
become that pacilic army which will undertake the glorious warfare to spread and
defend the Kingdom of Christ, the Kingdom
of Justice. of Peace, and of Love."
-{Letter to the Brazilian Hierarchy, 1935).

INTEGRAL ACTION.
The Catholic Central Verein of America
has added to its many good works by publishing a number of important letters by the Holy
F:1ther on Catholic Action, under the title
"Di rectives for Catholic Action ." (3835,
Westminster Place, St. Louis, M.O.: 20
cents).
We permit ourselves to reproduce a few
passages of special interest to the Land Movement.
"For we are speaking of an Action which
embraces the whole man, and which aims at
his integral civic and religious formation . . .
For no undertaking which offers an opportunity to benefit society is forbidden to members of Catholic Action, if in orne way it
forms part of the divine mission of the
Church .
"Neither does Catholic Action strive to
follow an exclusive way and method in accomplishing its tasks; but on the contrary it embraces ·societies and works of every kind,
especially religious ones, whether they be for
the. promotion of piety, the forma tion of the
young, or for a strictly social or economic
end."
-{Letter to the Cardinal Archbishop
of Breslau, 1928).
"The fields open to Catholic Action are
many, since nothing that is part of Christian
life is foreign to it; but certain tasks are more
urgent in that they respond to the demands
of the times. Among these WE count the
:1ssistance of the working classes. This should
be material as well as spiritual, though the
~:Hter will ever be the primary concern. This

THE DESTROYER.
Any proposal for spending money on
realities makes the industrial and financial
Press hysterical.
So restrained an organ as The Economist
is driven to this in a Leader on Home Defence in its issue of 12th February.
"If we are to take Sir Thomas l11.skip
litcrallv, the Government lwve gone no further tl1an deciding that they ought to have a
policy." This is said of food supplies in time
of war.
But it transpires that The Economist is
thi nking exclusively of STORAGE.
"Sir Thomas Ins kip seemed to find in
the expa1lsion of the domestic production of
food a satisfactory alterrzative to storaRe."
This gratifying admission infuriates The
Economist. "When the emergency had passed, nothing is more certain than that the
agricultural interest would 1·esist any attempt
to shrink the industry back to economic pmportions, and we sl10uld be faced not merely
witiJ tl1e loss of the capital investment incur1·ed, but with a very heavy continuing capital
charge."
W e commend every word in this passage
to the careful attention of our readers. Nothing could illustrate better the truth of Mr.
Kenrick's st::nement on another page. We
have been slow to realise "th:Jt C:1pitalism was
prepared to destrov the human race in order
to save itself."
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JOIN NOW!
Men are decaying through no fault of their own. The ONLY remedy for England'5
ills is a Return to the Land.
Form a branch of the nearest Association in your District.
Write to one of the Secretaries for a Speaker.

--11!111Hon Secretaries:South of England.-Mr. W.

J. Dutton, M.C.,

1,

Holmewood, 75, Anson Road, London,

N.7.
Midlands.-Rev. T. Boland, Horse Shoes Lane, Sheldon, Birmingham.
North of England.-Mr.

J, Gavin~ 134, Strand Road, Bootie, Liverpool20.
--IIIUI-

WHAT THE POPES SAY.
Dal Vaticano, July Ist, 1933.
"The Holy Father has heard with satisfaction of the progress already made by
the five Catholic Land Associations of Great .Britain, and prays this important work
of restoring the sane and healthy life of the C'.)Untryside may be abundantly blessed
by God and result in a diminution of unemployment through the development of
the agricultural resources of the country to the fullest extent poss1ble.
"As an encouragement to persevere in this good work His Holiness mo!'t gladly
imparts his Apostolic Blessing to aU who are engaged in helping to further this most
praiseworthy enterprise.
"With the assurance of my personal good wishes,
I am, Yours very sincerely,

H. Card, Pacelli."

--111111..EVERY MAN HAS BY NATURE the rigl,ttt~possess property as his own. This
is one of the chief points of distinction between man ana ·the·animal creation • . • • inas.
much as from the produce of the earth he has to lay by provision for the future. Man's
needs do not die out, but recur; although satisfied to-day, they demand fresh supplies for
to-morrow. Nature accordingly owes to man a storehouse that shall never fail, and THIS
·HE FINDS SOLELY IN THE INEXHAUSTIBLEFERTILITYOFTHEEARTH.
There is no-onc who does not sustain life from what the earth produces.
. · "1'be law, therefore, should favour ownership, and its policy should be to induce as
many aS possible of the humbler class to become owners•

."If any there ate who pretend differently, who hold out ~o a hard-pressed people th::
bOon of freedom from pain and trouble, an undisturbed repose, and constant enj())'Ulent
.....othey delude tile people and impose upon them, and their fying promises will only one
day bring forth evils WOrse. than the present."-Pope Leo XIII.

